This paper investigates how to rapidly and accurately localize facial landmarks in unconstrained, cluttered environments rather than in the well segmented face images. We present a novel Backbone-Branches Fully-Convolutional Neural Network (BB-FCN), which produces facial landmark response maps directly from raw images without relying on pre-process or sliding window approaches. BB-FCN contains one backbone and a number of network branches with each corresponding to one landmark type, and it operates in a progressive manner. Specifically, the backbone roughly detects the locations of facial landmarks by taking the whole image as input, and the branches further refine the localizations based on a local observation from the backbone's intermediate feature map. Moreover, our backbone-branches architecture does not contain fullconnection layers for location regression, leading to efficient learning and inference. Our extensive experiments show that our model achieves superior performances over other state-of-the-arts under both the constrained (i.e. with face regions) and the "in the wild" scenarios.
Introduction
Localizing facial landmarks plays a critical role in face recognition and it is also beneficial to a batch of face-based applications such as face hallucination [21] and person verification [14] . Most of existing methods for facial landmark estimation are developed in a controlled context, e.g., the face regions are well segmented as pre-processing. Such a setting has drawbacks when dealing with "in the wild" images (e.g., cluttered surveillance scenes), where the automated face detection is not always reliable. This work aims at the task of unconstrained facial landmark estimation, i.e., how to rapidly and accurately localize facial landmarks in real-world, cluttered environments (see Figure 1 (a) for example). Specifically, we consider the following challenges to develop such a system.
• Person faces have large appearance and structure variations in a constrained scene caused by diverse views, head poses and expressions as well as facial accessories (e.g., glasses and hats) and aging. Thus, traditional global models may not work well as the usual assumptions (e.g., certain spatial layouts) do not hold.
• The search space of facial landmarks is quite large under the circumstance that the number and the sizescale of person faces are both unknown. Partial occlusions and conjunctions of closing faces are also two inignorable difficulties. It is quite thus infeasible to handle our task by existing deformable part-based models with exhaustive image pyramid searching.
To overcome the above issues, we present a novel deep model based on convolutional neural network (CNN), which produces facial landmark response maps directly from raw images without relying on any pre-processing or feature engineering. Two typical results generated by our approach are shown in Figure 1 (b).
Besides achieving outstanding performance for image classification [10] [16] [7] , deep convolutional neural network models have demonstrated their effectiveness in object detection and localization [6] . These models usually take an image patch as input and output the parameterized object localization by the regression method. For example, Sun et al. [15] proposed to detect landmarks in face images by using a three-level cascaded CNN framework, in which each landmark's location was gradually predicted via full-connection layers. Despite making substantial progresses, it is complicated for these models to jointly handle the classification (i.e., whether a landmark exists) and localization problem. Thus, applying the method in [15] to a unconstrained scene requires the exhaustive sliding window search in the image. Very recently, Long et al. [12] presented a new fully-convolutional network (FCN), which takes input of arbitrary size and produces a correspondingly-sized dense label map, and showed convincing results for semantic image segmentation. Notably, the classification and localization can be simultaneously obtained with the dense label map. And the FCN has a property of efficient inference by sharing convolutions among overlapped image patches. The success of this work inspires us to adopt the FCN in our task, i.e., producing pixelwise facial landmark predictions. Nevertheless, we shall develop a specialized architecture, as our task requires more accurate prediction than general image labeling.
Considering both computational efficiency and localization accuracy, we pose the facial landmark estimation as a coarse-to-fine filtering process. In particular, the locations of facial landmarks are roughly detected in the global context, while they are further refined by observing the local regions. To this end, we introduce a novel architecture of fully-convolutional networks that transparently accords with this coarse-to-fine pipeline. Specifically, our architecture contains one backbone and a number of network branches each corresponding to one landmark type, and it operates in a progressive manner. First, by taking the whole image as input, the network backbone, where several convolutional layers and max-pooling layers are sequentially stacked, handles all of the facial landmarks together and generates a coarse and low-resolution response map. Then, for each type of facial landmarks, the network branch takes a local observation from the intermediate feature map of the backbone, and it produces a fine and accurate prediction, where only convolutional layers are utilized. We thus call our architecture as the Backbone-Branches FullyConvolutional Network (BB-FCN).
Our BB-FCN has three important properties on handling the challenges of unconstrained facial landmark localization. i) It is trained end-to-end, pixels-to-pixels without requiring extra supervision. ii) It does not rely on full-connection layers for accurate localization regression, leading to efficient learning and inference. iii) It naturally combines the global and local information according with human perception process. We extensively evaluate BB-FCN in several standard benchmarks (e.g., AFW [26] , AFLW [9] ), and our experiments show that BB-FCN achieves superior performances over other state-ofthe-arts under both the constrained (i.e. with face regions) and the "in the wild" scenarios. In particular, our BB-FCN significantly decreases the average mean error of the current state-of-the-art from 8.2% to 7.6% on AFW and from 8% to 7.5% on AFLW.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a brief review of related work. Section III introduces the main pipeline of our BB-FCN, followed by a discussion of network implementation and optimization in Section IV. The experimental results, comparisons and component analysis are presented in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.
Related Work
Facial landmark localization has been long studied due to its critical role in a lot applications. Generally speaking, most of the methods are based on local detectors and global constraints. Local detectors are designed to give the evidence of part existence, which are implemented by classifiers with hand-crafted features. For example, Belhumeur et al. [1] use SVM as the local detectors with SIFT features and Liang et al. [11] use AdaBoost to implement its local detectors on Haar wavelet features. For global constraints, there are several ways to model the part relationship. For example, Zhu et al. [26] applies the tree-based deformable part model to encode the constraints which achieves good performance. Valstar et al. models the constraints as Markov random field [19] to speed up the process and improve the robustness of the algorithm. Cao et al. [3] use the whole face region as input and random ferns as the regressor with shapes to be predicted expressed as linear combinations of training shapes. All these methods use hand-crafted features (e.g. HoG features) in common. In comparison to learned features (as in our work), hand-crafted features have poor generalization performance and discriminative power.
Recently significant progress on facial landmark detection has been achieved. Deep models, like Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), Deep Auto-encoders (DAEs) and Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs), play a vital role to advance this progress and most of the works are based on regression. In the regression based methods, the problem of facial landmark detection is formulated as a regression task and a holistic regressor is used to jointly compute the landmark coordinates. Sun et al. [15] propose a cascaded regression method for facial landmarks detection which includes three-level carefully designed convolutional networks. Further, Zhou et al. [25] proposal a four-level convolutional network cascade. Zhang et al. [24] tries to optimize facial landmark detection with other related tasks like pose estimation and facial expression analysis. Zhang et al. [23] proposal a novel Coarse-to-Fine Auto-Encoder Networks methods for facial landmark detection. 
The Proposed BB-FCN Architecture
We aim at localizing all the facial landmarks in unconstrained images. Suppose there are K part types (e.g. eyes, nose, mouth and etc.) and use L 
Note that the number of the instances of different parts may have different values due to the pose variation and occlusion.
Unlike the existing approaches that predict the landmarks by regressors, we address this problem by a backbone-branches fully convolutional network model, with the backbone network to generate coarse response maps for rough location inference and the branch network to produce fine response maps for accurate location refinement. Before going to the details of our architecture , we first explain our model from an intuitive perspective, i.e. filtering perspective to reveal the key difference between our model and the regression based model. In a nutshell, the response map of our model can be seen as a filtered response by a filtering function, with high values represent high confidence of the presence of a landmark. Let F W k (P ) to denote the filtering function parameterised by W k for part k defined on patch P of size w × h. An ideal filtering function should have the following property: patches containing the target part should have strong responses while patches without that part should have weak responses. We model the response exponentially decreasing with the distance r between the part and the center of the patch as below where β controlling the decay effect. In this paper, β is set 0.1 in backbone network and 0.15 in branch network.
For an input image I, applying this function in sliding window manner with stride δ then generate a response map F W k * I whose values can be derived by:
Here, I(xδ, yδ, xδ + w, yδ + h) stands for the patch of size w × h started at (xδ, yδ) in image I. With this response map, then a simple landmark localization approach can be formulated as below for part k where θ denotes a threshold.
Of course, in order to achieve better results, we need to detect the landmarks across a set of scales and suppress the non maximum values as the typical detection approaches do, which will be discussed in later sections. According to equation 3, there is a trade-off between the localization error magnitude and the computational cost. In order to achieve high accuracy, we should make the stride δ as small as possible. However, in order to speedup the detection process, we need to enlarge this stride, resulting a low resolution response map. This inspires us to apply a two stage filtering process to localize the landmark progressively. More specifically, the first filtering process generates a coarse response map with a relatively large stride, identifying the rough locations of the landmark. Then we apply another filtering process on the local patches centered at the estimated landmark to get a fine response map for accurate landmark localization. This two stage strategy enables us to detect the landmark quickly at a high speed.
Coarse-to-Fine Localization by BB-FCN
In this part, we show that the coarse-to-fine strategy can be implemented by our proposed BB-FCN architecture. The key ingredient is a fully convolutional network can model a filtering process equivalently. Actually, the output of an input image by a fully convolutional network is just the result of a deep architecture applied on the sliding windows of that input. In the context of fully convolutional network, the sliding window is called a receptive field. Figure 3 illustrates the relationship between the receptive fields and the outputs. So we design an deep architecture with one backbone and a number of branches for efficient and accurate landmark localization. The backbone is to produce a coarse response map for each part at the top layer. This backbone takes a relative large receptive field to utilize global textures to ensure the quality of the coarse response map. With rough locations provided by the coarse map, we then apply another network, i.e. a branch for each part to refine the response map. In order to share some features, this branch takes patches from intermediate features of the backbone as input. This input is then convolved by a set of filters without any pooling to generate fine grained response map. Let W c to denote the parameters of the backbone network and H k (R; W c ) denote the response map of input R for part k. We train the backbone network with the loss function as follows:
where H k 0 (R) denotes the ground truth response map. This ground truth response map is defined according to equation 2 with the receptive field rec f ield(x, y) acting as the patch P . The branch networks are trained almost the same way as the backbone except for that each branch takes patches of intermediate features of the backbone as input rather than patches in images. Using W k f to denote the parameters of the branch network for part k and H(P ; W k f ), H k 0 (P ) to denote the predicted response map and ground truth response map of patch P respectively, the loss function of this network is again defined as follows with H 0 (P ) set as in equation 2:
Non-maximum Suppression over Scales
As the network is trained at a fixed scale, given a testing image, we need to rescale it to a set of images to ensure each landmark can appear at the trained scale. Thus we get a pyramid of response maps for each testing image for each part. We first conduct the non maximum suppression to localize the maximum point in the pyramid of coarse response maps. Given this detected maximum point with its scale and location, we obtain its fine grained response map by feeding the patches centered at the predicted locations to the fine network. Then we use the maximum point in this response map as the final detected landmarks.
Implementation
In this section, we describe the detailed network architecture in our implementation. Figure 2 shows the architecture of our network which consists of a backbone and a number of branches.
Backbone Network: The backbone is positioned to produce coarse response maps for rough location estimation at a high speed. As the rough locations are the foundation of the fine locations, this network is designed to utilize global contexts with several pooling layers. More specifically, this network is trained by 160x160 inputs ranging from 1.5 to 1.8 times face size. The coarse response maps are produced by a set of stacked convolution and pooling layers as depicted in Figure 2 . The first six layers contain three convolutional layers with each layer taking the pooled output of the previous layer as input. For simplicity, these six layers are compressed as three layers in Figure 2 . The last three layers are all convolutional layers without any pooling. Note the final convolutional layer is our desired response map with each channel corresponding to one part. In summary, the kernel sizes of the convolutional layers are 5x5, 5x5, 5x5, 9x9, 1x1 and 1x1, and the feature map sizes are 32x160x160, 32x80x80, 32x40x40, 128x20x20, 64x20x20 and 5x20x20 respectively. Branch Network: The branch network is designed to generate fine response map for precise landmark prediction. We use one branch for one part. Thus there are five branches in total and we use the same architecture for each branch. Since we do not want to introduce any pooling operations, each branch is attached to the first convolutional layer of the backbone, taking the patch of size 64x64 centered at the predicted location as input. This input is then convolved by four convolutional layers without any pooling operation to ensure the output has high resolution for accurate localization. By attaching the branch under the backbone convolutional layer, it offers the possibility for the two networks to benefit each other as they share some common feature maps. As depicted in Figure 2 , the kernel sizes of this four convolutional layers are 5x5, 7x7, 9x9 and 1x1 and the feature maps size are 16x64x64, 16x64x64, 16x64x64 and 1x64x64 respectively. We implement our model under Caffe [8] , an open source framework for deep learning. The two networks are integrated as one model in Caffe thanks to the flexible configuration so that we do not need to invoke the forward propagation of the two networks process separately. The model is trained and tested on a host equipped with a Titan Black GPU of 6G memory. The training phase takes about 20 hours and 1.8g memory with 64 samples per mini-batch. For the testing, each constrained image takes about only 8.8 ms and each unconstrained images with size 450x450 takes about 700ms for 14 scales which are 1778x1778, 1482x1482, 1235x1235, 1029x029, 858x858, 715x715, 596x596, 497x497, 414x414, 345x345, 288x288, 240x240, 200x200 and 167x167.
Experiment
Dataset: We create our dataset for training and validation from three sources: (1) 7317 face images (6317 for training, 1000 for validation) collected from web which are manually labelled with five facial landmarks 1 , (2) 9195 images (7998 for training, 1197 for validation) randomly selected from AFLW [9] , and (3) 1671 natural scene images (1218 for training, 453 for validation) without person from INRIAPerson database [4] as negative examples. Totally, there are 15533 samples for training and 2650 samples for validation.
For evaluation we use two challenging public datasets: AFW [26] and AFLW (figure 4 shows samples from these two dataset and our detection results) . There are no overlap among training, validation and evaluation sets. The images in AFW and AFLW are collected in the wild environment which formulate a more challenging scenario than other datasets (e.g. XM2VTS [13] ). Besides, these two datasets differs from others (e.g. LFPW [1] ) in theirs annotation of multiple, non-frontal faces in a single image. AFW dataset consists of 205 images with 468 faces. The evaluation images of AFLW are the same as [24] which randomly selects 3000 faces from AFLW and 39% of them are not-frontal.
Evaluation Metric: The evaluation metric adopted is mean error which is measured by the distances between estimated landmarks and the ground truths, normalized with respect to inter-ocular distance. It can be formulated as
where (x, y) and (x , y ) are the ground truth and predicted locations respectively, and l is the inter-ocular distance. In our experiments, we evaluate the performance of five facial landmarks, i.e. LE (left eye), RE (right eye), N (nose), LM (left mouth corner) and RM(right mouth corner) and A(average mean error over five facial landmarks).
Comparison with the State-of-the-art Methods
Our method can support both constrained images and unconstrained images. In this part, we compare our method with other published results on constrained image datasets, i.e. AFW and AFLW in which we can access the bounding boxes. In this case, the maximum response locations are taken as the landmarks. The compared methods include academic State-of-the-art methods as well as commercial softwares, i.e. 2 (1) Robust Cascaded Pose Regression (RCPR) [2] ; (2) Tree Structured Part 2 The results of the other methods are from [24] . Model (TSPM) [26] ; (3) Luxand face SDK 3 ; (4) Explicit Shape Regression (ESR) [3] ; (5) A Cascaded Deformable Shape Model (CDM) [22] ; (6) Supervised Descent Method (SDM) [20] ; (7) Tasks-Constrained Deep Convolutional Network (TCDCN) [24] . Our model consistently achieves better performance on these two datasets than others. On AFW, our average mean error is 7.6 percent over five parts, advancing the state-of-the-art TDCN performance by 7.3 percent relatively. On AFLW, we achieve 7.5 percent average mean error, 6.25 percent improvement over TDCN. Figure 5 shows that our methods outperforms all the other methods on both AFW and AFLW.
Performance Under Unconstrained Scenarios
So far as we know, very few facial landmark localizers are studied in unconstrained contexts. We thus use the precision-recall curve [5] to evaluate the performance of facial landmark detection under unconstrain scenarios. Similar to object detection, a detected landmark is taken as correct only if there exists a ground truth landmark of the same type within 5% of the inter-ocular distance.
For fairness, we also implement the balinese method by a fully convolutional network which has almost the same ar- chitecture as our backbone network except for the top layer. In our baseline deep model, the top layer is a full connection layer with each part corresponds to three outputs, i.e. two for location regression in the receptive field and one for existence classification. So given a threshold value, we can find all the regions that contains the target part and use the predicted locations as the final detected landmarks. Figure 6 and figure 7 show the PR curves of different parts. Our method clearly outperforms the regression based deep model.
Benefit of Branch Networks
Our method relies on two networks to progressively refine the landmark locations. In this part, we evaluate the effect of the branch network. This is achieved by conducting the same experiments under two settings, i.e. one setting with the branch network and one setting without the branch network. We show the results in Figure 8 , from which we can see that branch network can effectively improve the performance of landmarks detection. With the branch network, the performance achieves about 13.77% relative improvement.
Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a novel Backbone-Branches Fully-Convolutional Network (BB-FCN) that progressively produces prediction maps of facial landmarks in an end-toend way. Our extensive experiments suggested that BB-FCN achieves very promising results under both the traditional constrained benchmarks as well as the cluttered, realworld scenes. In the future, we will integrate our BB-FCN model with object recognition and detection systems, where the accurate part-based localization can be very helpful for improving performances.
